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ABSTR.A,CT

A point geometry angular correlation apparatus

for the study of positron annihilation in metals has been

constructed. The apparatus achieves a high coincidence

counting rate and is applicable to the study of all metals

and a1loys.

Angular distributions of the annihilation radiation
from annealed single crystals of copper, zinc, and magnesium

have been measured" The results are compared with the

predictions obtained using a Wigner-Seitz type of calculation
for the positron wavefunction and a more realistic calculation

which takes the crystal symmetry of the wavefunction into
account, The agreement between theory and experiment is
considerably improved in the case of magnesium by the use

of an enhancement factor"
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL TNTRODUCTÏON

The positron, which had been predícted by Dirac in

1930, was first observed experimentally by Anderson in 1932

in cloud chamber photographs of cosmic ray showers" The

existence of a bound state between the positron and an

electron was first suggested by Mohorovicic ín I934 and the

simplest and longest-lived, "*"- ,u"= named "positronium" by

Ruark in L945, The existence of the "atom" of positronium

was experimentally confirmed in 1951 by Deutsch and soon the

positron was being used as a tool in the investigation of

matter.

Positron research mav be divided into three

categories:
1" ) positronium physícs

2 ") posítronium chemístry

3") positron annihilation in metals

This thesis will be concerned with the third category where

a clear and detailed theoretical- understanding has not, at

the present time, evolved.

When a positron annihilates with an electron, the

most probable process is annihj-lation at rest with the

emissíon of two photons in opposite dírections each with
,energy floc'" For an isolated system of a positron and an

electron with opposite spins (singlet), an even number
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(two or more) of photons must be emitted while , for the case
of paralleI spins (triplet), an odd, number (at least three)
of photons must be emitted. Zero or single quantum annihila_
tion is possible in nonisol-ated systems but these are rare
events. rf positronium is formed, it wirl likeIy be i_n its
ground state consisting of singlet and triplet before anni-_
hilating.

Normally two types of experiments are performed.
one involves the measurement of the rifetime of the positron
before annihiration whire the other measures the angular
correlation of the two photons emitted after annihir-ation.
The experimentar technique is that of the nucr-ear physicist
using devices employed i-n gamma-ray spectroscopy and coin-
cidence count j-ng.

The l-ifetime experj-ments (Z garnma) measure the
time delay between the entry of the positron into the sampre
signaled by a L"27 Mev nuclear photon if the positron source
is 2 2Na and. the appearance of the 0..511 Mev annihilation
photon. The sample may be solid, liquidr or a gas. The
curve of the coincidence rate vs. the time deray is then
anaryzed to give the rifetime of the posi'tron in the system.

The lifetimes measured in metals are nearly
constant and of the order of 0"2 nsec. Free positronium has
a lifetime of about 0 "L2 nsec in the singlet state and about
0.1 usec in the triplet state. A long rifetime of weak

intensity has been measured. in some metal-s giving a value of
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around I nsec but this lifetime appears to be an anomaly of
sample preparation rather than the resul-t of positronium

formation in the metal " There are few three ganìma coinci-
dences from metal samples. The situation in other sorids
and in líquids is complicated with numerous Iifetimes measur-

ed. between several tenths of a nsec and several hundred nsecs.

The angular correlation experiments measure the

number of 2 photon coincidences as a function of the angle

between the two photons. The angle is a measure of the

center of mass momentum of the annihilatíng electron-positron
pair. The maximum angre between the two photons is - 20 mrad.

The positron, after entering the metal sample, is
nearly thermalized and so the main contribution to the

momenLum of the annihilating pair comes from the electron.
The instrument, therefore, determines what is nearly the

momentum distribution of the el-ectron in the sample.

In a crystal, the conservation of momentum which

gives the momentum of the annihilating pair in terms of the

resulting photons is complicat.ed by the umklapp process where

states corresponding to wave vectors differing by reciprocal
lattice vectors are identical"

Up to this point in time, the best theoretical
explanation of the data for metals is based on the índependent

particle model where the positron propagates in the medium

under the influence of an averaged Hartree field. The method

uses orthogonal-plane-wave (OPW) and augmented-plane-vrave
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(APW) methods for the calculation of conduction electron

wave funct.ions.

Many-body effects maY, to a large extent, be

nocrl or-tor1 i n l-lra .i n*-arnra+. aJ-'i nn 6f ancrrr l¿¡ diStf ibUtiOnIIg9 -Lç(- LËL.l -Lf r L-IIU Irr LC! h/r ç Uq UrV¡¡ v ! q¡¡Y uf q!

curves. The nonformation of positronium in metals is indica-

ted in the angular correlation data by the absence of a

narrow component.

This present work is a study of the annihilation of

positrons in single crystals of copper, zinc and magnesium.

The aim of the experiment is to critically test the independent

particle theory of positron annihilation in metals, particu-

larly with respect to the core electron contribution to the

angular distributions where agreement between theory and

experiment is not particularly good. A high resolution point

craometrw ânÐâratus is described and the method. is compared*-vf,-*

with other methods involving other geometries.

A less frequently employed technique involves the

measurement of triple coincidence cóunting rates for three

photon annihilations. This technique compliments the previous

two described above. For further details of the interaction

of positrons with matter in general, the reader is referred

to the review articles by Ferrell (1956) and Wallace (1960)

and to revievr artic]es in Stewart and Roellig (L967) 
"
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CHÄPTER 2

POSTTRON ANNTHTLATION fN METAÏ,.c

A EXPERTMENTAL TNTRODUCTTON

The connection between the angular correr_ation ofthe two gamma rays emitted in positron annihilation and theelectron momentum i.n solids \.{as first made by DeBenedetti_
et ar- in Lg4g and since then has been applied to various
substances ' The earlier work in metals (and semimetar-s)
showed that the angurar distributions courd be divided into. two groups (Stewart j_n Stewart and Roellig , 1967) . The firstgroup consists of those metar-s in which the angular d.istri_bution drops sharply to zero at a certain momentum and thesecond group in which there is no sharp drop. The firstgroup is comprised of the following:

Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, Mg, Ca, Sr, .ZTt, 
Cd, A1 , Ga, fr,

TI, Si, Ge, Sn, pb

The second group consists of the following:
cu, Ag, Au, Hg, B, c (graphite), sb, Ti, v, cr, Mfl,
Fe, Co, Ni, Rh, pd, 

I^¡

Be and Ba may belong to either group.
The first group i-s thought to correspond to thosemetals i-n which annihilations occur with mainly conduction

electrons and the fairly sharp cutoff corresponds to theFermi surface of the conduction electrons as ca-r_culated by
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the free electron approximation. rn the case of the alkali
metals, where a free erectron approximation would be expected
to give reasonable results, the shape of the distributions
are quite consistent with a spherical Fermi surface. The

radii of the the spheres are in fairly good agreement with
the values calcurated from the free electron theory.

The situation is obviousr_y more compricated. in the
second group of metals where the distri-butions extend well
beyond. the expected Fermi cutoff and do not show any breaks.
This broad or gaussian part of the angular distribution is
assumed to be due to annihilations with inner shell or core
el-ectrons. The possible existence of higher momentum

components in the positron and electron wave functions
resulting from the rattice potential may arso take part in
determíning the shape of the angular d.istributions,

Positron annihilation, therefore, seems to be a

tool for studying the Fermi surface in metars " with our
present level of theoretical understanding and. technical
achievement, however, the method is somewhat rimited. rt is,
nonetheless, of great importance to pursue a fundamentar-

understanding of positron annihilation in metals. positron
annihilation experiments are one of the few sources of
information about electrons which l_ie within the Fermi
surface. Most of the other methods of checking the one-
el-ectron band theory and the erectron gas many-body theory
only involve the erectrons at the Fermi surface. The method
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does not require very row temperatures or high purity as do

most of the other methods. This makes the method useful in
the study of alloys where most of the electronic structure
has not yet been verified.

Other competing techniques

soft x ray emission (Fabian, l-96g) ,

(Phi1lips and. Weiss I Lg69) , optical
and Stern, Lg65) , photoemission, and.

studies (Stedman and Nilsson, 1965) .

involve measurements of
Compton scattering
reflectivity (McAlister

neutron diffraction

PRINCTPLE OF MEASUREMENT

In the discussion of the detector geometries that
the positronsfollows it is assumed for convenience that

annihilate in an electron gas and effects
lattice are ignored.

due to the crystal

when a positron annihilates with an electron in
an electron gâs r the center-of-mass momentum of the two
particles appears as a smarl deviation from colrinearity of
the two gamma rays. This deviation can be detected. Let
0 be the angle between the gamma rays. conservation of
momentum and energy gives o as lpl/^oc where p is the sum

of the momenta of the two photons, mo is the rest mass of
the electron and c is the verocity of light. The positron
is assumed to be nearly thermalized before annihilation so

that P is nearly equal- to k (apart from a factor fr) , the
momentum of the annihilating electron. The angle o is
typically of the order of several milliradians.
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I.) LINEAR SLIT METHOD

The linear (Iong, wide) stit geometry introduced
Ìr¡r r =na =nÄ ñaÞanaÄa1-l- j l1q\7 I i s f. hc mqgl COInmOn methodvJ \LJJ| I LÐ L¡¡ç lrLL

used in angular correlation experiments. This is a result

of the limited strength of available positron sources (a few

mC of 22Na is conìmonly used) and the small- effective solid

ano1e rê.nr.irod in the determination of the correlation. The

rôc,ì'l{- ìna nni¡giflgngg counting rates are low and so theres! ç rvYv Jv t

must be a compromise bet\^ieen good resolution and small

statistical uncertainties in counti-nq.

The positron source is placed close to a sample

which is viewed by two photomultiplier detectors. The photons

are collimated by long and narrow slits " By moving one of

the detectors while keeping the other fixedr we are able to
measure the coincidence count rate as a function of the

displacement of the moveable detector" This geometry only

measures the projection on tlne yz plane of the angle between

the photons. The detector is moved through - t 20 mrad

while typical values for slit widths are - 0.1 cm; slit

lengths - 10 cm; sample length - 2 cm; sample to detector

distance - 200 cm" The z component of 0 is given by O=z/d

where z is the displacement of the moveable detector from the

xy plane and d. is the distance between the sample and the

detector. This results in the relationPz = frocz/d"

The coincidence counting rate as a function of P,

tlN(Pz) * | dP*l dPv p(P)- J --J .I

-co -co

is given by

(2-r)
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of radius ñkp in
constant inside,
nrnnnr{-.i ^- ^ IPr uPUr rl_()It aI t'o

perpendj_cular to
ñ nA ml^,,-.c.rrr0 Çv. t'nus rrom

9-

\,'ihere p (P) is the density of annihilating pairs of gianrma rays
or equivalentry the density of electronic states of the
el-ectron gas in momentum space. The integration to infinity
in the Px is justified by the fact that the slits are much

ronger than the length corresponding to the Fermi radius.
Py can be integrated to infinÍty since the detectors accept.
a larger range of energies than the spread due to the Doppler
shift caused by the kinetic energy of the electron (uotz et
aL, 1968) 

"

0 (P) =0 outside the Fermi surface (a sphere

the case of a free el-ectron gas) and. is
the coincidence count rate with p"=mo c0 is

the area of a slice through the Fermi surface
the Pz axis, intercepting the pz axis at
Figure I
N(P2) * [n2frz-(moc0) 2]

oY taking ñkp=mocOF,

N(Pz) * (0r,t-or)

The expected angular distribution for a free
electron gas in the long slit geometry is, therefore, a

parabola centered at 0 - 0 and intercepting the 0 axis at 0p.

The value of the intercept 0p gives the radius of the Fermi

surface. Differences between the free el-ectron parabola and

the curve obtained for real metals arise because the Fermi surface
is different from a sphere and higher momentum components due

to the lattice potentiar may contribute. The posit.ron also

(2-2)
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Figure I. Region sampled by the linear slit geometry.
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N (P") ..

We see from Figure 3 that
sampled is now a cylinder
long slit geometry, and. we

with core el_ectrons and this
rather broad and smooLhly

of the Fermi cutoff. The

el-ectrons and core electrons

(2-3)

surface

in the

(2-4)

L2

annihilates t.o a Lesser extent
contribution, which is usually
varying, obscures the position
expected distribution for free
is shown in Figure 2.

2.) POTNT SLTT METHOD

This g.eometry was originally j_ntroduced by
Colombi-no et al (1963). rn this geometry, the long and
narro\'4l slits of the previously discussed geometry are
replaced by circur-ar holes roughly equal to the width of the
narro\'v slits " The solid angle subtend.ed by the detectors at
the sample is now substantially smarrer than the sorid angle
subtended in a typical long slit experiment and the resulting
coincidence counting rate is greatly reduced. The coinci_
dence counting rate is given bv

r-
J p(o,PvrP,)dp.,,
t1

;;. regi-on. of rhe Fermi

rather than a slicer âs

have

N(Pr) * [Rrk¡,2-(moc0) 21å

c (0p2 -Oz ¡ È

The angular distribution for free er_ectrons in
this geometry is a circl_e of radius ¡, 0F. Experimentally,
the procedure is the same as for the 10ng slit geometry.
one detector is moved sideways and successive chords of
the sphere are measured. Departures from a spheri_cal
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Ðuz ) -l-(n1e e)-J2[rnm]'

Figure 3 " Region sampled by the point stit geometry.
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Fermi surface result in a deviation from the form indicated
in tha o:¿nrossinn fnr NlÞ-\ anrl r¡7ô ovnar;f a CUtOff at a¿¡¡ u¡ls ç^y!çÐÈJv¡¡ !vI t\ \r Z / q¡¡u Wg gAt/çVU q VUUV!! qU VF

obscured by core annihilations.

Alternatively, the detectors can be fixed at the

collinear position (0=0), and the coj-ncidence rate can be

recorded as a function of the crystal orientation. Equation

(2-4) gives the result that at 0=0 the coincj-dence rate is
proportional- to the radius of the Fermi surface. This

technique has been termed the collinear or rotating specimen

method (Williams et a1, 1968; Sueoka, L967) " The method

takes advantage of the high counting rate at 0=0 and reflects

the details of the Fermi surface more sharply than the

angular correlation method. The method cannot, however,

give the absolute size of the Fermi surface nor the contri-

bution of the core electrons in a direct way and it relj-es

on the angular correl-ation method to obtain this information.

fn general, the point slit geometry offers some

distinct advantages over the long slit geometry. One

advantage is that features due to the Fermi surface may be

smeared out by the averaging that occurs.in the long slit

geometry in taking a slice through the Fermi surface and

these features may be observed with the point geometry where

the counting rate is proportional- to a chord through the

Fermi surface" The smearing due to higher momentum components

in the electron and positron wavefunctj-ons is less in the

point geometry since more higher momentum components are

likely to fall inside a slice than in a cylinder. Similarly,
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the ratio of core el-ectron to conducti-on electron contribution
is less for the point geometry and so the point geometry is
better suited to the study of meta]s with rarge core contri-
butions.

The point slit geometry has been used by Colombino

et a1 (1963 ) and (1964 ) , and Wil_tiams et al (1968 ) .

3. ) cRossED SLIT METHOD

This method is a compromì_se between the two

prevj-ously discussed geometries. It is essentially the

same as the long slit method except that the length of the

slits is reduced to a certain extent comparable to the length

corresponding to the Fermi surface of copper. This method

was introduced by Fujiwara and Sueoka (1966) and is used

primarily by that group in both the angular correlatj-on and

rotating specimen experimental modes.
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BO THEORETTCAL INTRODUCTTON

THE TNDEPENDENT PARTICLE MODEL

In this model ¡ \üe ígnore any interactions between

the positron and the valence electrons and between the

valence electrons themselves due to theír Coulomb repulsion.

Such effects in the core ¡ or between core and valence

electrons are treated as part of the potential seen by the

positron and each valence electron as they move through the

metal crystal" The potential is calculated as a Hartree or

Hartree-Fock potential of the ion"

The anníhilation process proceeds by an inter-

mediate state in which the electron and positron are sti11

present and one photon has been created" The pair then

annihilates emitting a second photon. The matrix element

for the process is of the form (Ferrell-, 1956)

| -iDurI v* (r) Y- (r) e-'5-l ¿sr (2-5)
i/

where P is the momentum of the annihilating paír and Y.,- (r)

is the wavefunction of the positron and Y_ (r) ís the wave-

function of the electron" The electronic momenta of the

Ínt.ermediate states are much greater than those of the initíal

and final states. The matrix element for the process is then

nearly independent of the moment.um of the initial state"

For an electron with \^/ave vector k annihilating

with a positron, the probabilit.y of the two photons carrying

net momentum between P and P + dP is given by



The total annihi

occupied states

given by

0¡ (P) d3P

T7

v. lr,, o-iP.r-k'\È'v

obtained by

ing over all

Pr (P) d 3P

is E = À-1.

lation

k and. i

I
V

r
n

V+ (r)

:1-a i q

tegrat

d-r d3P (2-6)

summing over the

momenta and is

(2-7 )

IÀ-r 
Ikr

-occ
the positronThe mean life of

THE THERMALIZATION OF POSTTRONS IN METALS

Initially, the positron has several kilovolts of
energy when it enters a metal. The positron then loses

energy rapidly by the creation of electron-hole pairs until
it reaches equilibrium with its surround.ings. The positron
then has an energy of the order of kT where k is the

Boltzmann constant and T is the absorute temperature of the

surroundings before annihilation.
Estimates of the thermalization time have been

made by Garwin (1953) and Lee-whiting (1955) and more

recently by carbotte and Arora (r967) " Lee-whiting used.

ordinary perturbation theory with a screened coulomb

potential of the form (e, /r) e-Àr where À is a semi-

phenomenological screening parameter and r is the distance

between the positron and the valence electron. He obtained

for the lifetime before annihi-l-ation a value of about lo0

times the thermarization time for Na at room temperature.

The smallness of the thermal- energy of the positron
(0.05 ev at room temperature) as compared to ilre electronic
energy of the system (E¡nrseV) means that the positron
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annihil-ates from a state of zero crvstal momentum.

The result of Carbotte and Arora was based oñ a

Greenrs function approach to the problem. The main

difference was that their value for À was the Thomas-Fermi

value. They arrived at the conclusion that at low Lempera-

tures the positron may not be thermalized. The positron

energy, however, j-s still of the order of 0.1 eV in a time

very much shorter than the lifetime before annihilation.

BAND THEORY

In a real metal, the electron and positron can be

represented by Bloch functions
ik. ruk (r) e*- a (2-B)

where uO(r) is periodic with period .0, the lattice vector of
!r^^ ^-..]-^'''urrç ulyÐLqr. The function u.,-(r) is of the form

i(1 .ru,.(r) = Irc(k)e*:- (2-9)q :-
where G is a reciprocal lattice vector. This will introduce

higher momentum components into the positron and electron

wavefunctions which are plane waves for free particles.

Since the positron is thermalized we have k = 0 for the

positron.

The moment

or (P) cc 
I

õ

where ü* (r) and u¡ (r

the lattice.

n be writtent
or ^ l2a d'r I (2-10)

I

periodicity of

um distribution can the

I i n¿-Þ\
| ú+ (r) ur. (r) e- \JL I /

Jrystal
) a re neri or1 i c with the/ slv

i' Atomic units ( a " u. )
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CALCULATTON OF THE POSITRON WAVE FUNCTION

'r'| tr) can be calculated using the Wigner-SeitzY+ \-
method where V+ is calculated subject to the condition

l^
(ü, ) : 0 on the sphere r = rc where 4rrg" is the volume-'+' - Þ , 3
of the Wigner-Seitz sphere, (ü+) = g Ú*"

dr
The diameters of the orbits of the core electrons

are smaller than the distance of the atoms apartr so that

the charge in one cell is due to the ion and to the valence

electrons in that celI. To a high degree of approximation

thechargedistributionissphericaI1ysymmetrical,andthe

charge in any ce1l produces zero electric force at points

outside the cell. i!+ is calculated, thereforer âs the

solution of the Schrödinger equation with a potential due to

the metat ion at the center of the cell plus a free electron

gas inside the cell. The potenti-al due to the ion is known

numerically from selfconsistent fiel-d calculations.

Inside the cell centered at the origin, ü+ = n*(r)/r

and R* satisfies (in a.u.)

R*" + [E+2V(r) ]R+ = 0. Q-LL) ,

Thisequationissolvednumericat1ybydetermininga

spherically symmetrical solution starting from the origin

and E is chosen to fit the boundary condition 1o*/ti = 0

atr=rS

ü* can also be calculated by expanding the wave-

function as a Fourier series

üa(r) = x .c "i9"t Q-rz)
G
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and similarly for the Potential, V

v(r)=xvc.i9't. (2-r3)
g

where G is a reciprocal lattice vector. Substituting these

into the Schrödinger equation results in an infinite set of

linear equations for the c6,rs:

t [ (c2-E) ôcrc' * vc'-c ] cG = o. Q-LA)
g

A solution can only exist if the secular det.erminant vanishes "

The potential is, as before, the potential of a Hartree-Fock

core plus a free electron gas. The equations are solved

numerically for the ground state value of E and the coeffi-

cients cG

ANNIHILATTON WITH CORE ELECTRONS

The core electrons can be treated in the tight'-

binding approximation in which

ik.r - ik'1, Lr.uo(r)e-r a - I "'=-l Oty-y) (2-L5)
tu

and 0 (r) is a normalized atomic wavefunction'

The momentum distribution for core electrons is,

therefore, given by

or (P) cc , ei (k-p) . .q, 
| ** (r) ô (r) u-in 

. r. d r,
&' crfstal

Ac (k)cc ô[k + G - P] (2-L6)
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where

rf we have a full zone, it wil-l always be possible to find
a G such that P G is in the occupied region and as a

result the total momenLum is given by

po(P) ". 
å | 

og(P - G)

I| _.t(k + G) .r .iAc (k) = I ú* (r) ó (r) e ' '- :-' = d. "r (2-L7)
Jcrystal

( 2-18 )

ANNIHILATION I TTH CONDUCTTON ELECTRONS

In what follows we approximate the positron
wavefunction as constant and write the el-ectron v¡avefunction

as a Bloch function.

If the coefficienJ- a^(k\ iq âcrt aC,(k) is assumed to be independent

of k, the momentum distribution can be written as

Pk (P) cc

t,
ra^ | "i(k+g-B)"!dr,t-
I-: crystal

cc xôtE+c-Pl l"cl'
G

(2-re)

The total momentum distribution is obtained by summing over

the occupied. states of k:

p(P)ccr rl"cl'6tb+g-Bl Q-20)
h.,.,-r G.

The angular distribution in the point geometry is given by
co

N(Pz,Px=O) o I o,g, dp,,

lrcc 
J e(g) PlPz-Pr"l- ã ¿p e-2L)
P
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From equations (2-20) and (2-2L), we

.cl' {kÉ - ßr-el 2 + ef tà

find

(2-22)N'f /D Þ -n\ cc I Ir\\¡ZrLX-wl Þ 
|

G

where I - G must lie in the occupied region of k-space.

In other words, the only "occupied" regions of

momentum space are a set of nonoverfapping spheres (roughly)

of radius kp that are centered at reciprocal lattice points.

In the point geometry, we cut through sets of spheres as we

move one detector through an angle 0. Each sphere contributes

an amount proportional to a chord through the sphere weighted

by the factor l"clt. This j-s illustrated schematically in

Figure 4 (the 
"n*t.= in Figure 4 are assumed to lie in the

yz plane).

Clearly,equation(2-22)depend'sontheshapeof

the Fermi surface. In simple metals, where Lhe core

contribut.ion is small and ì-sotropic and the Fermí surface

is almosL spherical, the contributions due to core electrons

can be separated from the conductiqn electron contribution

and the result can be interpreted in terms of the shape of

the Fermi surface. If the coefficients are strongly k-

dependent, an interpretation in terms of the shape of the

Fermi surface is impossible and more advanced band structure

calculations must be performed to obtain the wavefunctions

f or !r* (r) and !;_ (r)!-r 
-
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Figure 4 
" Schematic representation of Fermi surfaces

situated at reciprocal- lattice points indicating
the region sampled by the detectors.
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CALCULATION OF THE CONDUCTION ELECTRON I^IAVEFUNCTION

The function uo (r) can be calculated by the Wigner-

Seitz method to be used in determining the momentum distri-
bution for annihilation with conduction electrons near k = 0.

The conduction electron contribution can also be

considered to be due to the smooth part of the conduction

electron wavefunction in an orthogonalized plane wave (OPI^I)

cal-culation. This wavefunctíon is a Bloch function of the

form of equation (2-B) and is the solution of a modified

Schrödinger equation

[-V'+ vplrlro(r) = Eorlo(l) Q-23)

where Vn is a pseud.opotential, or effective potential"

Vp is expanded as a Fourier series

vP = rvceig'r Q-24')
g

and the resulting equation is

i t (k-G.) tôc,c' - Ek + Vc!-6, 1 âc = 0. (2-25)
u

This eguation is solved numerically for the âG's.

THE ANGULAR CORRELATION STUDIES IN SINGLE CRYSTALS

The earlier measurements of the angular distribu-

tions of annihílation radiation from metals were performed

on polycrystalline samples. This resulted in a determination

of only the spherical average of the momentum distributions
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of the valence electrons in these metals (Lang and DeBenedetti,

L957; Stewart, f957) . Berko et al (1957) , in an experiment

on oriented graphite, showed that momentum anisotropies in

ori cnterl s i no'l c crvsf a'l s r-ould be measured . Several

experiments have since been performed with the hope of

obtaining information about the electron properties in

metals and particularly the shape of the Fermi surface.

Measurements on single crystals of copper and

aluminum were performed by Berko and Plaskett (1958)

revealing little anisotropy for different crystal orienta-

tions. They discussed, in terms of the independent

particle model, the importance of the positron wavefunction

and several types of electron wavefunctions. In particular'

they studied Wigner-Seitz positrons and tightly bound,

nearly free and Wigner-Seitz electrons " They were able to

show that the high momentum tail in the copper distribution

was due to annihilation with the 3d electrons (core electrons)

Their calcul-atj-ons were moderately successful in describing

their experimental results, especially in aluminum whj.ch has

a retatively sma1l wide angle distribution when compared

with copper. Their results showed that the one-electron

theory could be used to account for the experimental

observations in relatively great detail"

Angular correlation curves were measured for

oriented beryllium and magnesium crystals by Berko (L962) 
"

Considerable anisoLropy was observed in beryllium compared
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to the nearly isotropic behavior of magnesium. The

anisotropy in beryllium was interpreted. as due to the

effect of the Fermi distribution overlapping into the

second zone (Berko and Plaskett, 1958) and deviatj-ons of

the electron wavefunctions from plane waves. Since the

effect of the overlapping depends on the energy gap in the

band structure, the energy gap in beryllium was concl-uded

to be larger than that of magnesium. The Fermi surface of

magnesium was, therefore, very nearly spherical. The

angular distribution of the annihilation radiation from

beryllium was also measured by stervart et aI (L962) and

showed the same appreciable anisotropy. The experiment

was repeated by Shand and Stewart (L966) 
"

It is very difficult to obtain the topology of

the Fermi surface for real metals in a direct \úay. The

cutoff correspond.ing to the Fermi surface is only roughly

that corresponding to the actual Fermi momentum and the

approximation that the counting ratá is proportional to the

area of a slice or the length of a chord through the Fermi

surface Seems to be inadequate. The angular correlations

are quite sensitive to the form of the wavefunctions for

the positron and the electron and it. is necessary, thereforet

to first postulate a Fermi surface and then proceed to

calculate the experimental curve. The beryllium data of

shand and stewart (L966) was analyzed by shand (L969) who

used a local pseudopotential model for the conduction
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electrons chosen to fit the Fermi surface of beryll-ium.

Using a constant positron wavefunction, he was able to

reproduce the data reasonably well "

Donaghy and Stewart (L967) studied Iithium in

îr:"^èA.|- detni'l in ân ¡t.t-emnt to determine a Fermi Surface.Y! vs

They used "humps" in the tll0l directions and higher

momentum components in the electron wavefunction to obtain

a fit to their data. They found a 52 deviation from

sphericity in agreement with theoreLical predictj-ons" A

complete band calculation using the orthogonalized-plane-

wave method (OPW) for the conduction electron wavefunction

and the Wigner-Seitz method for the positron wavefunction

was performed by Melngailis and DeBenedetti (1966) and

used to interpret the data of Donaghy and Stewart. They

calculated the core contribution by assuming tight-binding

functions for the core electrons. They obtained qualitively

good agreement with experiment in predicting the anisotropies

in the angular distribution curves. The agreement was

improved by multiplying the theoretical curve by the free

electron enhancement factor of Kahana (1963). They found

that the anisotropies in the tail of the experimental curve

could be explained by the anisotropy in the valence electron

contribution. Their results vrere also quite sensitive to

their choice of core electron wavefunction and the way in

which the core contribution was subtracted. The experimental

data has recently been reinterpreted by Stachowiak (I970)
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using a method due to Mijnarends (L967, 1969). He found

evidence for the possible existence of- a neck in the Fermi

surface in the tlr0l direction with a radius of the order

of 132 of the free electron sphere radius '

The first calculation for a transition metal was

performed by Loucks (L966) on ytLrium oriented with the

c axis in the z direction for the long slit geometry" The

strong d-character of the valence states in transition metals

makes an interpretation in terms of the shape of the Fermi

surface impossible. This mal<es it necessary to perform a

band strucLure calculation in order to interpret the data'

Loucks discussed the theory of positron annihilation in terms

of the ind.ependent particle model using the augmented-plane-

lvave method (APW). His calculation qualitatively explained

the experimental results of williams and Mackintosh (L966,

1968) . The lack of structure in the experimental results

which was predicted by the theoretical model was attributed

to smearing due to coulomb correlation effects.

Theangulardistributionsoftheannihilation

rad.iation were calculated for yttrium and zirconium by

Gupta and Loucks (1968) based on the AP!Í method. The theory

for yttrium predicted a more pronounced hump than the earlier

calculation but with the same general shape. The angular

distribution for zirconium !^/as measured by Coussot (I97f)

and confirmed that at small angles, the curve falls below

the free electron parabola. The experiment did not resolve
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a small predicted. hump near the zone boundary but indicated

expected contributions due to the higher momentum components

in the electron wavefunction.

since the work of Berko and Plaskett (1958), there

have been a number of attempts to relate the results of

positron annihilation in copper single crystals with detailed

features of the Fermi surface. The necks were first

observed independently by Fujiwara (1965) (Fujiwara and

Sueoka , Lg67 , Sueoka I Lg67) and Williams et aI (1965 ì L96B) '

other experiments on copper single crystals were performed

by Berko et al (1968), Mijnarends (1969), Murray and McGervey

(Lg7O) , and Cushner et al (1970). These experiments were

all interpreted in terms of the Fermi surface topology.

The Fermi surface of copper is distorted from a

sphere to the extent that the Fermi surface makes contacL

withthe(I11)zonefacesoftheBrillouinzone.Usingthe

nearly free electron approximation, Berko and Plasl<ett (f958)

predicted a smearing of the transition between the peak and

the tait of the experimental data due to higher momentum

components, especially where the zorle face is perpendicular

to the z direction. whether this occurs or not is still

unsettled. The theory is confirmed by the results of Berko

et al (1968) and Cushner et al (L970) and Mijnarends (1969)

while the results of Fujiwara et al (L967) are in contra-

diction with the theory as are the results of Mogensen and

Trumpy (L969) in tin and bismuth'
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The most recent experiments in zinc single crystals

were performed by Mogensen and Petersen (1969) and showed

small anisotropies between different single crystal curves '

Anisotropies were observed in the tails of the distributions.

The results in |in and bismuth (Mogensen and Trumpy, 1969)

vrere free-electron-like with the tin curves showing more

anisotropy than the bismuth curves. There was evidence for

anisotropy in the wide angle part of the curves as well"

Existingdataforaluminumandsiliconlvere

analyzed by stroud and Ehrenreich (1968) usíng pseudo-

potential wavefunctions for the cond.uction electrons and

realistic positron wavefunctions having the correct crystal

symmetry, The positron wavefunction was calculated using

potentials derived from x ray diffraction data. Their

results were in surprisingly good. ag:reement with the

experimental data. The cond.uction electron contribution

was sensitive to the shape of the positron wavefunction

for silicon but less sensitive for áluminum. The results

for the contribution outside the Fermi surface \^iere quite

strongly dependent on the shape of the positron wavefunction"
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C}IAPTER 3

DESCRIPTION OF THB EXPERIMtrNTAL APPARATUS

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

Theapparatuswasconstructedusingthepoint

detector geometry and is shown schematically in Figure 5.

It consisted of basically eight NaI (T1) scintillation

detectors (only four are shown in Figure 5) connected to

record coincidences between paired detectors (A and C in

Fiqure 5 would be such a pair , f.ot example) . Four pairs

of detectors were used in an attempt to rationalize the

constraints of room size, counting rate and cost'

For rigid.ity, the entire apparatus was mounted

on two 3-in x 6-in aluminum l-beams which \'vere about 26 ft

long. The I-beams were placed about 3 ft' apart and rested

on concrete blocks placed at about every 3 ft along their

lengths. The detectors \Mere mounted at opposite end.s of the

I-beams on platforms which v/ere firmly bolted to the I-beams '

A large electromaginet at the center of the apparatus rested

on a steel plate which was firmly bolted to the bottom of

the I-beams. A vacuum box which housed the positron source

and metal sample to be studied was positioned between the

pole-faces of the magnet. The distance between the d'eteci-ors

and the samPle was 140-in
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THE DETECTOR ASSEMBLIES

The detectors used v/ere cylindrical NaI(TI)

crystals each optically coupled to its own photomultiplier.

The crystal d.imensions \,vere l-in-diam x 2-in The photo-

multipliers used were RCA 6342A tubes, operated at 1600

volts.

The two detector assemblies shown in Plates 1 and

2 were located at opposite ends of the apparatus and were

id.entical. Each consisted of four detectors mounted behind

an B-in x B-in x Z)-in babbit block Q|-in stops 992 of the

0.511 MeV gamma rays). Four l/B-in-diam collimating holes

were drilled at the corners of a 2.62-in x 2.62-in square

inscribed on the face of the babbit block at an angle of

) /?, r-¡r : dorrraa from â Ðernend'i r:rtlar at the center of theL/JV!qeçYrçusÈ/v!x/v¡

inscribed square (see Figure 6) . This would ensure that a

detector in one detector assembly would align with the

detector at the opposite corner of the inscribed square

in the other detector assemblY

The detectors themselves were encl0sed in 2.62-Ln-

diam brass pipes which were soldered to an B-in x B-in x

3/4-ín brass plate which was placed directly behind the

babbit block. In order to reduce unnecessary gamma ray

absorption, L/2-in-d.iam holes v/ere drilled in the brass

plate which matched the 1/B-in-diam collimatíng holes in

the babbit block. These holes were taped. to make them

light tight.
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Each NaI (TL) crysLal was optically coupled by

means of Dow Corning 20-057 coupling fluid to a photo-

multiplier tube and then securely taped in place. Each tube

socket was firmly attached to a brass cap equipped with BNC

. t ' -i ---^-r --r !L^ t^.: -r^ --^'l +.-^n +a l-aconnectors ror the output signal and the high voltage to Ðe

applied to the tube. The brass caps were screwed into the

brass pipes making a light. tight seal. Before the detectors

were placed in the brass pipes, Iead shielding collars were

placed over each crystal and. each photomultiplier tube was

enclosed in a co-netic* alloy shield which magnetically

shielded at1 the detectors. The brass plate which supported

the detectors and the babbit block were set into another

brass plate which served as a base plate for the detector

assembly "

one d.etector assembly was movable (Plate r) and

the other was fixed (Plate 2) . The movable detector assembly

was mounted on an B-in x 16-in x 3/4-in steel plate which

\iüas free to rotate on top of another similar plate. The

two faces which rotated about each other \'vere milled and

polished flat and four ball races were sqt in wells at the

corners of the upper plate to allow for easy rotation. A

central pivot kept the plates aligned" The bottom plate

rode on 24-in long linear rails and was moved by a 3/4-Ln-

diam worm screw, having ten turns per inch, driven by a

f Amphenol Canada Ltd..

44 Metropolitan Rd"

Scarborough, Ont.

* R.C"A. Víctor Co. ,

1001 Lenois St.

Montreal, P.Q.
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n'l -!¡ 1

The movable detector assemþry"

ñf ^!^ ')

The fixed detector assemþry"



l
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,,Slo-syn " reversible ^ototÏ The rails were fixed to a 20-in

x 36-in x 3/4-Ln steel plate which pivoted about a 24-ín x

40-in x 3/4-in steel plate in the same manner as the two

previously described plate,s. The bottom plate was positioned

above a base plate which was firmly attached to the f-beams "

The bottom plate could be adjusted vertically through several

inches by turning several nuts positioned on L/2-in-diam

thread.ed rods which held the bottom plate above the base

plate. The detector assembly could be adjusted horizontally

by adjusting the screws which held it fixed to the uppermost

rotating p1ate.

The movable detector (Plate I) was fixed to a

130-in pivot arm of 3-in x 3-in aluminum connected to the

uppermost rotating plate. The pivot arm pivoted about the

center of the apparatus at a point directly beneath l'he

magnet support. The double pivot at the detectors allowed'

the detectors to face the sample at all times at a fixed

distance from the center of the apparatus as the detectors

\^rere moved along the linear rails.

The fixed detector assembly (Plate 2) was mounted

on a platform at the opposite end of the apparatus and was

adjustable vertically and horizontally in a manner similar

to the movable detector assembly. Both detector assemblies

were covered with several layers of lead sheet to reduce the

background from scattered gamma rays.

Superior Blectric Co"

Bristol, Conn., U" S. A"
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SOURCE AND SAMPLE ARRÄNGEMBNT

The source and sample were housed in a vacuum

chamber of dimension B-in x B-in x :j-in which was located

between the pole faces of a fairly large electromagnet

(Plate 3). A view of the apparatus within the vacuum box

is shown in Figure 7 " The vacuum eliminated complications

due to annihilation with atmospheric air which could result
in distortions in the measured curves.

In order to attain a reasonable coincidence

counting rate, it was necessary to adopt a special source

and sample arrangement. The positron source was comprised

of two copper foils that v/ere irradiated in the pinawa (WNRE)

reactor for periods of time which varied from 16 to 65 hours.

The irradiation prod.uced positron active t acu with a positron

activity of about 300 mC after a 24 hr irrad.iation. The

foils were 2-in x 3/B-in x .002-in strips which were placed.

in slots in the source holder by hot cell technicians. The

source hold.er, when positioned in túe vacuum chamber, held

the foils as indicated schematícally in Figure B" The

positrons were then magnetically focussed from two sides onto

an oriented metal single crystal which was positioned. between

the copper foils. The source holder formed part of the

magnetic circuit resulting in an effective gap of 7/B-i-n

l.ra{-r^roan .t-}ra ^Cle faCeS With a measgfed maoneti r: f ì o1 d OfÈ/v+e vyr u¡r s rltgqJq!9u ¡L¿q\J¡tç ç!v !IçIv

about B kilogauss.

The single crystal samples \^/ere tilted through a
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e+ source [*
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Figure B. Schematic representation

and sample arrangement"
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few degrees and made extremely thin in order to minimize

the absorption of the gamma rays due to the crystal itself.
This reduced the effective thickness of the sampl-es in the

direction of the detectors and still provided a relatively
large area in which the positrons coul-d annihilate. fn

addition, the effective area as seen by the detectors was

kept relatively small (lrZ8-in x L/B-in) to ensure a reason-

able angular resolution function"

The sample was collimated at the source to ensure

that the source v¡as not seen by the detectors and to red.uce

the radiation backqround. Two small- lead bricks which were

located within the vacuum chamber served this purpose. The
¿

gamma rays passed through 3-in x 2-i-n "kapton" windows' that
were 0"001-in thick. The windows v/ere removable to allow for
handling of the apparatus within the box.

The source holder (elate 4) was introduced into
the vacuum chamber through an interl-ock system which allowed

the sources to be changed without dj-sturbing the vacuum or

the sample (plate 5) . A series of 6 4Cu sources was necessary

to build up the statistics to a suitable leveI. The sources

h/ere handled remotely with the aid of threaded rods which

attached. to the source holder. The rods were pushed Lhrough

holes drilled through the lead transfer flask and the lead

shielding which surrounded the interlock chamber.

t E. I. Dupont

!^lilmington,

19898 u.s.A.

Denemours and Co.,

Delaware,
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The metal samples were mounted on rectangular

rrrì?'ìrrêr mnrrnts lqpc Fi cnlrc 7l wh'i r-h rvêrê desi onr.d wi thvvÈ/l/e! \rçe , t

rìnên'i ncrs âbove and below to allow the nosiJ.rons to strikevt/v¡¡¡¡¡Y

the sample and openings at each end to allow the gamma rays

to leave the sample " The sample mounts were inserted through

the windows of the vacuum chamber and attached to a sample

holder which was located permanently within the vacuum

chamber. Once the apparatus was aligned with one sample,

the sample could be changed without affecting the alignment.

The sample holder was firmly connected to a cold

finger and cooling was provided by a 17 liter liquid nitrogen

Dewar" A thermocouple was attached to the sample mount and

. indicated a temperature of about -I00oC.

The entire vacuum chamber was surrounded by a wall

of 2-in thick lead bricks (plate 6) which further shield.ed

the positron source. Two openings provided secondary

collimation at the source and defined two beams of 0.511 MeV

garrìma rays that were roughly 2-fL in diameter at the

detectors. This was roughly determined by the use of an

ordinary Geiger counter.

SAMPLES

All- the metal samples were non-oriented single

crystals furnished by Metals Research, EngIand. The copper

crystal was 99 .99e" pure. The zínc crystal was 99 .999e"

pure and the magnesium was 99 "9852 pure. Each crystal was

oriented by the back Laué method with an accuracy of about
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+2-degt spark cut into strips and annealed. Various etches were

used to thin the samples and to achieve structural- perfection

at their surfaces. Finally, the condition of each surface

\.vas checked by x raying the samples and looking for the Laué

spots " The crystal samples were mounted by attaching

ordinary copper foil strips to the ends of the crystal
samples with Eastman-Kodak 910 contact adhesive (one at each

end of each sample) " These strips \¡/ere then attached with

the same adhesive to the sample mount.

The copper single crystal sample was spark cut

from a 25-mm-diam x 35-mm single crystal and had the

dimensions L/B-in x l--in x .020-in The sample was mounted

in the sample mount at an angle of 6-deg from horizontal

such that the detectors vj-ewed an L/B-ín x L/B-ín effective

sample area. The angular correlation curves were measured

for the tll0l direction along the direction of the detector

motion and the tflll direction in the direction of the

measured ganìma rays.

The zínc sample was spark cut from a l3-mm-diam x

135-mm single crystal and its dimensions r^7êrê 1/R-in x 2-in x

.020-in . In this case, the crystal was at angle of about

3-deg and the detector motion was along the [0001] direction

and the gamma rays were along the tãffOl direction.

The magnesium sample was also spark cut from a

l2-mm-diam x 5O-mm sinqle crvstal and. had the same dimensions

as the zinc crystal. The detector motion was in the tfl0Ol
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direction while the ganma rays were along the tLL7Al

direction "

ALIGNMENT

The detectors were roughly aligned with the sample

and. a nomj-nal zero position, corresponding to 18O-deg

annihilati-ons, \^ras determined by stretching a monof ilm f ish
line through the open windows of the vacuum box which housed

the sample" A precision alignment was then performed with
+an alignment telescope' . The procedure \^/as as follows:

Since the apparatus completely fitled the room in which it
vras located, the alignment telescope had to be positioned

to one side of the apparatus at a point somewhere between

the movable detectors and the vacuum chamber. T4" movable

detector assembly was positioned at the nominal zero

position. A l/B-in-diam pointed rod was inserted into one

of the four t/B-in-diam collimatíng holes. A needle on a

separate stand was then placed in a'horizontal position in

such a manner that the tip of Lhe needle indicated the

position of the pointed tip of the rod which extended

slightly out of the collimating hole in the babbit block.

The detector assembly was then carefully moved to one side

by the motor without disturbing the position of the needle.

The telescope was then focused on the image of the needle

t Ernst Lei-tz GMBH Wetzlar Germanv
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tip in a mirror which was placed behind the needle in such

a way that the telescope could also focus on the sample at
the center of the apparatus. By carefu] adjustment of the

mirror and the telescope, it was possible to d.efine a

straight line lvhich passed through the needle tip and the

center of the sampre. The fixed detector assembly was then

brought into alignment by adjusting the plat.form on which

it stood. until the tip of a pointed rod which was placed in
the diagonally opposite collimating hole was on the line
defined by the telescope" This procedure was applied to two

sets of collimating holes to determine what was essenl.i¡llr¡

the vertical alignment of the apparatus, The horizontal
alignment was approximate since it was essentially determined

by the fish 1ine. The actual- zero position of the movable

detectors v¡as determined from the experimental data and was

found to be slightly different for different samples. This

corresponded to slight variatíons in the horizontal- position

of the samples when they were mounted in the sample mount.

The zero position determined in this way v/as checked with

the alignment telescope and was found to. agree within the

accuracy of the measurement. It was estimated that the

detectors and the sample were aligned with an accuracy of

better than .030-in over a distance of 140-in This

corresponds to a value of kz of about 4Z of the Fermi surface

radius for copper.

In addition, it was necessary to ensure that the
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front face of each babbit block which contained the collimatincr

holes looked directly along the axis of the apparatus. It
vüas estimated that the front faces of both detectors were

within l/2-deg of being perpendicul-ar to the axis. This was

not significant in the alignment but was necessary from the

point of view of experimental resol-ution where it would have

a significant effect.

THE ELECTRONICS

Four high voltage pov¡er supplies provided the high

voltage for the eight photomultiplier tubes " They were two

NJE corporation model- number S-325 power supplies, one Fluke

model number 40BA power supply and one Ftuke model number

4I3A/AG po\^ier supply. Two photomultiplier tubes were

connected to each power supply. A block diagram of the

detector el-ectronics is shown in Fiqure 9 for one set of

detectors.

The other detectors were identically arranged and

fed into the same scaler. The nominal coincidence resolvinq

time of each circuit was 30 nanoseconds. Each photo-

multiplier was connected to its own preamplifier with a

discrimination level- set at a threshol-d of about 140 keV"

This circuit produced timing pulses by firi-ng on the leading

edge of the photomulLiplier pulse " The circuit diagram is

shown in FJ-gure 10, Each set of appropriately paired

preamplifiers was connected to its o\,vn coincidence circuit
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DETECTOR DETECTOR

REAMPLTFIER REAMPLIFIER

COINCIDENCE

SCALER
TTME DELAY

RELAY

PRINTER

Figure 9, Block diagram of the detector electronics.
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which fired on the overlap of the timing pulses " This

circuit is shown in Figure 11. The output of each coincidence

circuit was then puL through a routing circuit (Figure L2)

which shaped and channeled the four coincidence signals into

a blind scal-er (Figure f3). The power for the coincidence

circuits was supplied by a l(epco model number ABC 30-0.3

po\'ver supply. A Sola constant voltage transformer (catalog

No. 30808) was used to maintain the stability of the preamp-

lifier power supplies. The electronics remained quite

stable during the course of an experiment.

AUTOMATION OF THE APPARATUS

The whole apparatus was made fully automatic. When

the number of counts reached a preset value, a pulse from the

scaler activated a time delay relay circuit (Figure l-4) which

turned on the motor. This motor caused the movable detectors

to move to their next position along the linear rails " The

printer (a Simplex Timer Recorder) was activated at the

beginning and end of each preset count cycle. While the motor

\^Ias orr the scaler was reset to zero and kept dead until the

motor turned off and the printer fired to begin the next cycle.

The position of the detectors was determined by a

notched disc which was fixed to the worm screw which moved

the d.etectors " A mi-croswitch which rode near the rim of the

disc kept the motor turned on until- it fell- into the notch

Lhereby shutting the motor off" The tir"- Äa] arz ra]ry could
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be adjusted so that the disc made two revolutions before the

motor turned off" This allowed the detectors to move through

every second position as determined by the notched disc. One

complete revolution of the disc corresponded to 0.684 mrad.

The whole range of the angular distribution curve was

adjustable by properly spaced. reversing microswitches. The

data from the printer was in terms of elapsed Lime and

therefore the angular correlation curves \^iere points with

constant preset statistics "

THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Each sample was carefully cooled. to -100-deg C

and kept at approximately this temperature throughout a series

of runs which determined the angular correlation curve for

the particular sample under study, The sources from the

reactor were positioned in the source holder in the hot

cells and transferred in a lead castle to the experimental-

area which was located right at the reactor site. The

source was then transferred through the interlock system into
place in the vacuum chamber. The magnet was then turned on.

The el-ectronics were checked and the singles counting rate

v/as recorded for each detector" The coincidence countinq

rate was then determined at a position corresponding to the

lowest part of the experimental curve as determined by the

reversing microswitches. This information determined the

setting of the scaler. Data were taken at stops of 100-800
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counts at each point of the curve depending on the coinci-

dence counting rate. Counting rates as high 650 counts per

minute \¡¡ere obtained at 0-deg. The experiment was started

and ran for about two davs at which time the source was

essentially dead and the counting system was shut off.

Several such runs v¡ere required to build tlp the statistics

to a reasonable level"

COINCTDENCE RESOLVING TIME

The resolvinq time of each coincidence curcuit

\^/as determined bv using the random source method. Two

noar'l w êaf1tã I solrrr:es of cf âmmâ râ\/q r^rêrê nl aced lone at eaChr¡çqll-y 9Yuqr rvu¿vvr \v¿¡v

end of the apparatus) as close to the photomultiplier tubes

and crystals as v¡as possibte and the singles rates were

measured. The coincidence rates were then measured and the

resolving Lime r lvas determined by using the relation
Nr = 2'r NrNz (3-l)'" ch

where N"6 is the chance coincidence counting rate and N, and

N2 were the singles counting rates from each of two paired

detectors.

The method of adjusting the lengths of the cables

between paired detectors and the coincidence box gave a

check on the resolving time whích was nominally 30 nsec
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THE EXPERIMENTAL RESOLUTION

The experimental- resolution was calculated by a

computer (AppendixII) . The l,z8-in-diam holes whi_ch defined

the active area of the detectors and the effective area of
the sample as seen by the detectors (L/B-in x L/B-in) were

broken up into elements. The grid which correspond.ed to

the movable detector (one detector onty) was moved. in
dj-screte steps across a grid corresponding to the other

detector and the sample. The contributions due to various

combinations of the elements were numerically summed for
each step to obtain the actual shape of the resolution
function, The resulting resolution function was nearly

gaussian with a circular cross section and was 1.5 mrad. FWHM.

In momentum space, this corresponded to the diameter of the

cross sectj-on of a cylinder through the Fermi surface. The

angle þ which this cylinder subtend.s at the origin of the

Fermi sphere (see Figure 15) is related to the FWHM value

0t = 1.5 mrad by the relation

sLn (þ/2) = fto c0 1 ( 2mo Eo) ( 3:2 )'

where for copper, for example, the value.of ó is l3-deg

(EF = 7eV). The [I11] necks in the copper Fermi surface

subtend an angle of about 20-deg and this feature of the

Fermi surface should be within the resolution of the

apparatus 
"

The effect of four sets of detectors did not

appreciably worsen the angular resolution of the apparatus.

The maximum anqle that the four sets of detectors made with
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each other was about l{-deg This corresponded to four
rli fforan# n¡r'lL¿r-!!s!ËrrL L.y'inders in momentum space tilted 1{-deg to each

other. This is to be compared with the angle of 13-deg

that the intersection of the cylinders at the Fermi surface

subtend at the origin"

THE ÏNTERPRETATION OF THE COINCTDENCE COUNTS

The t uCu positron source had a hal-f -life r r of
2

L2"7 t 0.1 hours (St.rominger et al, 1958) . The errors due

to electronj-c drift and source decay \^zere minimized by

recycling the apparatus many times over the preset range in
the course of a single run. An adequate number of cycles

was obtained by using the following typical preset ranges to

obtain the angular correlation curves: 0 - -4 mrad to

I = 4 mrad ; 0 = 4 mrad to 0 - 7 mrad ; 0 = 7 mrad. to

0 - 21 mrad

The apparatus measured the elapsed time At for a

preset number of counts N over a preset range of 0. The

t.ime independent angular correl-ation N(0), corrected for

source decay and chance coincidences, was determined by

using the relation

N(o) = {w(¿t)-1 - N,"-2À^t}eÀ^t (3-3)

where I - 0.693/rl and N'was given by equation (3-1) where
2

Nr and N2 were the singles counting rates at the beginnj-ng

of a run. A computer calculated N(0) for the four sets of

detectors (Appendix III) " The results for each run were
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Figure 15. Experimental resolution.
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normalized and then averaged with greater weight being given

to runs with better statistics "

In the extreme core region of the experimental

curves where the coincidence counting rate was quite low,

the chance coincidence counting rate became serious. As the

run progressed., however, the chance rate dropped as the square

of the elapsed time and the true coincidence rate became a

higher percentage of the actual counting rate. The results
for the latter passes of the detectors were, therefore, given

a greater weighting than the results for the earlier passes.

The timer ran 10? fast and a corresponding

correction v/as made to the computer program. There was also

a s'l ioh.l- bac'klash in the wOrm Screw whieh côrrêqrlônrled tovYt¡!v¡¡ vv!!çot/vt¡ul

about 0.07 mrad This systematic error was small compared

to the experimental angular resolution and was ignored and

the results for passes in opposite directions were simply

averaged "

The experimental points were plotted and the center

of each curve \^ras determined by folding the plot on a light

box and matching the two sides of the curve" The data for

0 < 0 were then folded over onto the d.ata for 0 > 0 and the

agreement of the points provided a check on the experimental

technique and the treatment of the data. The statistical
errors v¡ere i-ndicated on most data coints unless the errors

\dere smaller than the experimental points themselves.

The number of counts in the peak was of the order
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of 101000 for copper and zinc and. of the order of 35,000 for
magnesium. In the core region, the number of counts was

about 200-500. Typical maximum coincidence counting rates

were about 100 per minute for copper, 200 per minute for

zinc and 600 per minute for magnesium. The singles counting

rates were typically 20,000 counts per minute for copper,

40r000 counts per minute f.or zínc and 501000 counts per

minute for magnesium.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DTSCUSSTON

The resuLts are shown in Figures 16, 17 , Ig_25.
single crystal studies of zinc and magnesium have not been

performed before using the point srit method. copper, on

the other hand, has been investigated extensively in both
the point and crossed slit geometries. The reason that
copper has emerged as a test case is of a technical nature.
Neutron irradiation of the copper crystal specimen under

study produces 6acu (the positron source) within the sample

Ítself " This containment resur-ts in reratively strong
positron sources, high counting rates and improved angurar

resolution over previous methods which have used external
sources (rujiwara and sueoka, 1966¡ wirliams et af, 1965).

The apparatus described in thÍs thesis, however, represents
an advance in design of this kind of apparatus and achieves
a comparable angular resolution and counting rate without
having to subject the crystal specimen to neutron irradiation.
The use of an external source also permits the study of
materials other than copper and copper alloys.

Experi-menta1ly, it has been found that positrons
are quite sensitive to defects in crystals (Conners et al,
1970). rt is desirable, therefore, to determine the extent
to which neutron irradiation may cause crystal damage and the
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effect it may have on the shape of the measured momentum

distributions for copper singre crystals. As a check on the
technique of using in sj-tu positron sources r we have measured.

the angular distribution of the annihj-ration radiation for
an anneared single crystal of copper into which positrons
were focussed from an external source.

The resuLts can be seen in Figure 16 which shows

a comparison of the data obtained using the anneal_ed copper

single crystal with data (sample B) obtained by Becker (1969)

at u.B.c. for the same crystal orientation and using a very
similar angular resolution. The two sets of data were normar-

ized to each other at the peak. The unannealed copper crystal
(sample B) was neutron irradiated for about 48 hours in the

AECL reactor at chalk River and the angular correrations of
t,he annihilation radiation due to the induced u acu activity
were studied starting approximately 36 hours after the sample

was removed from the reactor.

The sample B data drops about rsa below the sample

A data at 0=8 mrad which is consi-stent with the resul-ts of
conners et al (1970) where such an effect ís attri-buted. to
positron annihilation in vacancies. The effect, however, is
not very large and the two sets of data have a simirar shape.

fn general, the results obtained for the three

metals studied, copper, zínc and magnesium exhibit the

expected features - a distribution peaked at small 0 farring
off rapidly with angle as 0 approaches the Fermi cut off
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value and then tailing off gradualry for larger values of
a mr^^ ^^^^rtial difference between the results obtainedV. ¿IIE ËÞÞCI.

for each of the metars studied is, as expected, in the size
of the observed tail, being greatest in the case of copper

and the smallest in the case of magnesium. This is consistent
with the assumption (eerko and plaskett, l95g) that. the tail
is mainl-y due to annihilations with core electrons since the
core electrons of magnesium are quite t.ight.ly bound and so

have a smal1 overlap with the positron whereas the 3d electrons
of copper can be excited into the conduction band resulting
in a greater overlap. zinc is an intermediate case" The

magnesium resurts attest to the precision of the apparatus

since an observed large tail in the magnesium distribution
is not to be expected and would impry poor angular resolution"

The experimental data are analyzed by super-
imposing a calculated conduction erectron distribution on

a theoretical core distribution which is fitt,ed to the

experimental points in the high momentum part of the curve.

The conduction electron distribution is calculated
by appropriately weighting Fermi surfaces situated. at
reciprocal lattice sites and summing the contributions from

all the contributing "spheres" in the manner described in
chapter 2. This was accomplished by performing a numerical

calculation on a computer (Appendix IV).
Two different types of core distributions have

been calculated by Gould (L97r) both of which use a tight.
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binding approximation for the core electrons but each with
a different approximatj-on for the positron wavefunction.

The first method (method A) of calculating the core
contribution follows the method of stroud and Ehrenreich
(1968) and is described in detail by west et al (1971). The

method uses a realistic positron wavefunction (a plane wave

expansion over reciprocal lattice vectors) to calculate the
electron positron overlap integral. The positron is assumed

to see a potential due to a positive ion core computed

without exchange together with a potential due to a uniform
charge distribution of one or two electrons per atom. The

core electron wavefunctions are taken from Herman and

ski-Llman's (r963) atomic structure carculations. The

calculation, which takes the symmetry of the crystal into
account, has been performed for both fcc and hcp structures.

The second met.hod (method B) of calculation uses

a positron wavefunction calculated in the wÍgner-seitz
approximation. The positron sees the same potential as is
used i-n method A but the calculation does not invoke the
crystal symmetry and results in an isotropic distribution.
This method has not been applied earli-er to resurts obtained
using the point geometry.

Both of the above methods result in higher
momentum components in the positron wavefunction to be used

in calculating the corresponding conduction electron
distributions. The resulting curves are made up, therefore,
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of contributions from various sites in the reciprocal lattice.
calculation shows that in most cases, these contributions
are relat.ively small for the point geometry. They can be
ìmnnv+.^*r L.r-'rporE.anE., nowever, in the 10ng slit geometry (west et â1,
reTL) .

The results obtained for copper are shown in
Figures L7 and 18. The core electron annihiration contri-
bution was, in each case, calculated as being due to the
3s, 3p and 3d shel1s, the inner shells being neglected due

to the small electron positron overlap for them. The

experimental resolution \^ras forded into the theoretical_
core electron distribution (Appendix V). The positron
wavefunction as calculated by method A included 145 plane
waves. The conductíon electron contribution was calcul-ated
by folding the experimental resolution into a distribution
obtained by assuming a spherical Fermi surface having a
free electron radius of 5.25 mrad with cylindrical necks

extending to the Brillouin zone boundary in the (1r1)

directions (Appendix IV). A sketch of the Fermi surface
of copper is shown in Figure 19.

Higher momentum components in the positron
wavefunction are shown in Table r together with the higher
momentum components previously cal-culated by Berko and

Plaskett (1958) for conduction electrons near k=0 . These

two sets of components have been combined to obtain the
Fourier components for the product wavefunction and these
are also shown in Tabl-e r al-ong with the product components
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Figure 19. A sketch of the Fermi surface of copper.
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Tab1e of Fourier components for

the positron Fourier components.

copper. (aC are

bG are the electron
Fourier components" A is the volume of the unit cell.
The superscript BP refers to Berko and Plaskett (1958)

G (000) (111) (200) (220) (3r1)

aG

ar.BPg

xBP
u

0X a6r b6-6,8P
GI

0t â^,BP b^ ^,BPGr 
lJ g-\l

0 " 1089 -0.0083

0"1086 -0"0077

0.0983 -0. 0140

-0. 004s -0. 00071 -0 " 00025

-0 " 00ss -0.0010 -0.0001

-0. 0110 -0. 0041 -0 " 0019

0. 95s

0.953

-0.13s

-0 " r27

-0.079

-0.087

-0.007

-0.009

0.003

0"006
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previously calculated by Berko and plaskett (r958). These

product components were used in calculating the conduction
electron contribution to the anguÌar correlation curves. rt
is to be noted that the Fourier components for the two

different positron wavefunctions (both of which are shown

in Table r) are not very different from each other.
Figures 20 and 2L show the resurts obtained for

zínc and Figures 22 and 23 show the results obtained for
magnesium. The core erectron annihilations \,vere carculated
as being due to the M shel] of zinc and the L sherl of
magnesium. The positron wavefunction of method A used

22r pLane waves for both zinc and magnesium. The Fermi

surfaces of zinc and magnesj-um were approximated by spheres
(Reed and Brennert I L963 (zn) ¡ Stark I 1967 (¡tg) ) in the
calculation of the conduction electron contribution. The

free electron values were used for the radii of these spheres

(6.06 mrad for zinc and 5.2s mrad for magnesium). only the
higher moment,um components of the positron wavefunction were

included and these are shown in Table rr. The experimental
resolution was folded i-nto both core and conduction el-ectron
contributions "

A comparison of the results obtained. with the two

meLhods of carculating the core distributions j-ndicates a

marked difference between them. rn general, the resurts
obtained by method A rise sharply as o approaches zero whire
the resul-ts obtained by method B are much fl-atter and, in
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Figure 22" Magnesium results with theoretical fit as calculated
by method A" The dashed line is the calculated
core contribution
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Tab1e II. Table of Fourier components of the positron

wavefunction for zinc and masnesium.

(ar lt^l'= 1" a is the volume of the unit ce11.)
11 ' \t'
u

(0000) (0002) (2LI0) (2111) (21î2)

zn I rG | ' 0. o09o 0 " 00014 0. 000021 o. 000028 0.0000014

Ms I re I ' 0.0060 0. oo0034 o. 0000r4 o " 00oot6 o. 000006
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fact, drop off stightly as 0 approaches zeyo" This flatness
results in a marginly better fit to the experímental data at
small 0 for the results of method B than for the results of
method A" In the results for copper and magnesium, the fits
obtained at large 0 using either method are quite good. Since

this is the region where most (if not all) of the annihilations
are due to the core, this is where one would expect to get good

agreement. Magnesium is not a very good test of the theory due

to its very small core contribution" In the case of zinc,
neither method gives a particularly good fit. to the data at

large e.

Since a Vüigner-Seitz type of calculatÍon does not

make use of the symmetry of the crystal, one might expect a

poorer fit with a Wigner-Seitz posítron wavefunction than with

a crystal wavefunction" The fact that a better fit does result
may imply that the fit obtained with method B was fortuitous.
This is probably the case sÍnce the results obtained for
cadmium in the long slit geometry indj-cate a considerable

improvement in the fit when method A is used rather than

method B (Vüest et a1, 1971) " The averagíng t.hat occurs in the

long slit geometry results in a smoother core distribution
than that obtained in the point geometry and conseguently a

better fit. at both small and large e "

The similarity of the result.s for the three metals

studied whose core electrons t^/ere assumed to be tightly bound

indicates the sensitívity of the momentum distributions to the

exact form of the positron wavefunction" This sensitivity is
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1ike1y to be present no matter how sophisticaLed the treatment

of the electronic wavefunctions and will always limit an

interpretation of the angular distributíon in terms of the

electronic structure"

In the case of copper, the lack of agreement ín the

intermedÍate core region (t5-tO mrad) can be attríbuted to a

large extent to the inadequacy of the tight binding approximation"

The 3d band in copper is affected somewhat by hybrídizaLion and

one expects the Fermi electrons to have apprecíable d character"

In this case, it might be better to perform a complete "first
princíple" band calculation which would include s-d hybridization
both for the rrsrr and the rl3drr bands to obtain k dependent

Fourier components" The zinc d bandr orr the other hand, is
more tightly bound than that of copper and so the approximations

used are more likely to be valíd ín this case. This is índi-
cated by the smaller "residue" in the intermediate core reqion

in the results for zinc compared with copper"

The results for zínc and magnesium are quíte interest-
ing since these metals are known to have zone-overlapping Fermi

distributions" Berko and Plaskett (1958) have shown using

norr'lrr Fraa ^leCtrOn theOry that t'humpS,' ShOUld be ObSerVed

in the angular distributions at the zone faces" The present

results for magnesium are consistent. with the results of Berko

(I962) which showed the nearly isotropic behavior of magnesium.

The zinc results, hotvever, índicate some structure at small- e

in that the experimental points tend to faIl below the theor-

etical curves in this reqion" Similar structure is also
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evident in the work of Mogensen and Petersen (1971) on zínc

in the long slit geometry. The directíon of motion of the

detectors \'üas the same in both cases " The results in the

latter case indicate that the experimental points for the

single crystal sample fal1 below the experimental points for
a polycrystalline sample of zínc" The zone face at n/c ís

not expected to contribute because of, the expected vanishing

energy gap at that face, but the zone face at Zr/c (4"9 mrad)

may be giving rise to the observed structure. This is likely
the case since the band gaps ín zinc are known to be larger

than the band gaps in magnesium (Reed and Brennert, 1963¡

Stark I 1967) " A detailed theoretical calculation is obvíousIy

needed in order to correctly ínterpret the observed features

in the zinc data"

It ís worthwhile to point out that one must be

careful when interpretíng point detector results in terms of

the topology of the Fermí surface" The present calculatíons

assume no k dependence in the Fourier coefficients of the

positron and electron wavefunctions. Inclusion of E dependence

would result in a vary,ip-g occupation density about each lattice
point" Clearly the long slit geometry folds in much of the

occupation densíty associated with higher momentum components

whereas the point slit geometry does not and consequently

results in a less accurate reflection of the Fermi surface.

Magnesium is a particularly interesting metal sínce

its Fermi surface is so very nearly sperical (in the extended

zone scheme). It is reasonable, therefore, to expect that
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the enhancement fact,or for a free electron gas (Appendix I)

can be used to improve the fit at intermediate angles. The

enhancement factor for magnesium is (Kahana¡ 1963)

e(y) = 5.10 + 0"98 y2 + 0.68 Y4
( ¿.-1 \

!,/here y = p/k,." The results are shown in Figures 24 and 25"

There is considerable ímprovement in the fit to the experi-

mental points partícularly for the results obtaíned with method

B" This infers that the actual core d.istríbutÍon for magnes-

ium must be fairly flat at sma1I e, It ís clear that a better

core calculatíon is necessary before the enhancement can be

measured exactlv"

It is very likely that the fits obtained for copper

and zinc in particular can be ímproved by the use of enhance-

ment factors. There are at present, howeverr Do theoretical

calculations which can be used to determine the effect. of

positron electron correlatj-ons in these metals"
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSTONS

From an experimental point of view, the aj_m of
this thesi-s has been accomplished" A high resorution
angular correration apparatus has been constructed which

is capable of studying all metals and a1loys at coi-ncidence

counting rates that are about a factor of four higher than
that obtained by any other apparatus of its kind known to
the author" The present counting rate could easily be

increased even more if suitabre space could be found to
accomodate an increase in the size of the apparatus. The

usual restriction of the method to positron emitters has

been lifted with the use of a novel source and sample

arrang'ement. several- angular distrÍbutions have been

measured to compare with theory"

From a theoretical point of view, however, the

results are less than satisfying. The independent particle
model seems to be a good first approximation to the

experimental data but the discrepancies between the theoretical
and experimental results are not easily accounted for. The

angular correlations are very sensitive to the details of
the positron and electron wavefunctions and this makes the

interpreÈation of the data dif f icul-t.
A model which treats the core electrons as beincl
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tightly bound and uses a positron wavefunction containing

the crystar symmetry leads to a theoretical curve that gives

a reLatively good fit. at high momenta. However, at low

momenta the agreement is better when a wigner-seitz positron
wavefunction is used. rt is felt that the better asreement

obtained wit.h the wigner-seit.z positron wavefunction is
fortuitous and that further refinements to the positron and

electron wavefunctions are necessary in order to obtain

more realistic results.

The agreement between theory and experiment for a

simple metal like magnesium is consíderably improved by the

use of an enhancement factor which accounts for positron

electron correlations. rt ís fert that these correlations
are important for all the metals studied and some account

of them should be taken in the interpretation of the experi-
mental data.
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APPENDÏX Ï

MANY-BODY EFFECTS

In a metal-, the simplest picture is one where the

positron annj-hilates with conduction electrons only. The

positron is kept away from the positive ion sites in the

metal as a result of its charge. Since the positron \^zave-

function is nearly plane-wave-l-ike except at the ion sites
where it is zero, it can be approximated by a constant. This

picture ignores all correlation effects and effects due to

the crystal lattice. This is the Sommerfeld model of

positron annihilation, The annihilation rate, originally
d.erived by Dirac (1930) is given by

l"o**. = Tcro2n sec-t

where
ro = the classical electron radius

c = velocity of Iight

rf = conduction electron density at the position

of the positron

This can be rewritten i-n terms of a dimensionless parameter

r qiven bv
S

I = 4/3 T 1anr.) 3

vò
n

where a is the Bohr radius r ês
U

q . ^q -tn=o*In. = t¿ t" -xl_u - sec

The values of À_^*_ calculated in Lhis way are consistentlysomm.

srnaller than the experimental values. For example, the
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cal-culated rate in sodium is about 36 times smaller than the

experimentally observed rate" The observed rate is also

quite independent of the electron density.

The independent particle model has succeeded in
giving reasonably good agreement between theory and experiment.

as far as the general shape of the experimental curves are

concerned and the observed detail in the curves seems to

have physical significance. This same model, however, fails
as well in predicting the lifetimes of positrons in metals "

The predicted lifetimes are too 1ong, and vary too much with

electron densitv.

The reason for this lack of agreement is that both

models ignore positron-electron correlations due to the

strong Coulomb interaction. The annihilation rate depends

on the electronj-c densi-ty at the positron in the independent

particle model and. this density is enhanced by pair correla-
tions. In an electron gas r the Pauli exclusion principle

prevents all states except those near the Fermi surface from

being strongly affected by the positron. Only the electrons

near the Fermi surface are able to move to screen the

positron. Kahana (1963) has shown that the electron density

at the positron is about 10 times the normal electron density

in a metal.

It is, then, rather surprising that the independent

particle model predicts the shape of the angular distributions

as well as it does in view of such strons correlation effects.
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As it turns out, more complete electron-gas calculations

indicate that the annihilation probability can be described

by the use of an enhancement factor that is large and rather

weakly dependent on the electron momentum, especially for
high density metals. This can be understood by considering

the electron-electron interaction. If the positron-electron

interaction is disregarded and the electron-electron inter-
actions are taken fully into accountr wê get the resul-t

(Daniel and Vosko, 1960) that is the other extreme when

compared to the calculations of Kahana (see Eig.24 ) .

The interpretation is that the electrons are

accompanied by screening clouds and the electron gas is
regarded as an assembly of quasiparticles. The positron,

however, is also accompanied by a screening cloud and the

two clouds tend to cancel each other and the efectron

annihilates as a bare particle. The angular correlation
then reflects the momentum distribution of bare el-ectrons "

For further details of the many-body calculations

that have been carried out, the reader is referred to the

work of Kahana (1963) , Carbotte and Kahana (1965) , Zuchell-i

and Hickman (L964) , Majumdar (1965), Carbotte (L967) , Arponen

and Jauho (1968), and Hatano et al (1965) . These calculations

have only treated the electron gas mode1. Carbotte (1966)

has developed a many-body theory applicable to real metals

for core annihilation. He obtains two terms, the usual

term involving the el-ectron-positron overlap integral and a

second term, âs important as the first, accounting for Lhe
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polarization of the ion core by the positron. The model

is, however, Loo crude to give guantitatíve results.
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Schematic sketches of:
(A) Density in k-space of electrons compared

with simple free electron theory (Daniel
and Vosko, 1960).

(B) Density in k-space of electrons at the
positron (Kahana, 1963) "

F

tr

Figure 24 "
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APPENDIX ÏÏ

THE RESOLUTION FUNCTTON PROGRAM
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APPENDTX Ïff

THE TTME TNDEPENDENT ANGULAR CORRELATTON PROGRAM
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APPENDIX ÏV

THE CONDUCTÏON ELECTRON

ANGULAR D]STRIBUTION PROGRAM
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